Star Trek Adventures

11001001
Director’s Cut

Synopsis
While a group of technologically advanced aliens board the Enterprise to update the ship's
computer systems, Riker discovers just how real a holodeck character can be.

DIRECTIVES

How to Use this
Module

●

Have you ever dreamed of being in an episode
of Star Trek: The Next Generation? Well, we
can do you one better. Now, you can be the
director (a.k.a. gamemaster). Just grab some
players, pick your favorite TNG characters (or
make up some new ones), and start playing.
This

is

your

chance

to

make

different

decisions than you saw exhibited on screen
and see how it plays out. That’s right! This is
your alternate universe. Heck! Maybe it will
even be better than the original. Who knows?
It’s all up to your and your cast of players.
[Use with the Star Trek Adventures: TNG
Player

Characters

and

the

Star

Trek

Adventures Core Rulebook to play. Or really
up the ante and play as Klingons by using the
Klingon Core Rulebook.]
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Retake the Enterprise.

Begin this game with 3 Threat per player.

Bynars
Feel free to adapt Bynars as listed in the
Continuing Missions article entitled “Bynar
Engineers” for your game.
Apparently, over time they have become so
interconnected with the master computer on
their home planet that their thought patterns
are as close to binary code as is possible.
Enterprise, as well as making repairs to the
holodeck.
Allow the characters to decide what they want
to do during their downtime at Starbase 74.
On the bridge, the two Bynars have been
joined by two more of their species. The
captain might choose to appoint a crewman
to keep an eye on the Bynars.

TEASER
The USS Enterprise-D has arrived and is
preparing to dock at Starbase 74, in orbit
around

the

planet

Tarsas

III,

for

a

maintenance check and upgrades. The ship
docks, and Captain Picard and Commander
Riker go to meet the maintenance crews. The
crews' leader, Commander Quinteros, greets
them and tells them he was in charge of the
team who constructed the Enterprise. Also
with him are the Bynars, two aliens named
One Zero and Zero One who work as a unified
pair—neither male nor female. They have
recently completed a successful upgrade to
the computer aboard the USS Wellington, and
will be upgrading the computers on the
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ACT ONE
Gamemaster’s Guidance: Give the first officer
a chance to tour the ship, bumping into
different characters as they are on their way
to varying recreational activities on the

At some point, the captain will visit the

station or ship.

holodeck to check in on the character. While

One of the characters decides on a lone visit
to a holodeck. The scene in the holodeck

inside holodeck four, characters are unaware
of the following that is occurring outside…

along with the advanced holodeck character

On the bridge, a problem in engineering is

can be altered to better suit your players.

detected. The magnetic containment field that

In either case, the character arrives at
holodeck four, where two of the Bynars are
working. They tell the player character that
the holodeck is repaired, enhanced, and ready
for use, at which point the character may
activate their program.

holds the antimatter is reporting difficulties.
At a minimum, this report will likely interrupt
the

recreational

activities

of

the

chief

engineer, though others might rush down to
meet them in chief engineering. With a
successful Reason + Engineering Task with a
difficulty of 0 they learn that the containment

At least one holodeck character should be

field is deteriorating; a containment breach

designed to suit the player character almost

will destroy the ship. Such an explosion in a

perfectly. The character must roll a Control +

space dock would also severely damage the

Command Task with a difficulty of 5. This

station and cost thousands of lives.

represents the advanced nature of the Bynars
programming abilities. Failing the task means
that

the

player

character

is

absolutely

Allow the characters to decide on a course of
action.

entranced by the holodeck character. They

All attempts to halt the containment collapse

receive

by

will fail. They quickly learn that they have only

Holocharacter. If the character manages to

four minutes until the antimatter is released.

succeed in the task, then they do not receive

Other characters will not be able to locate the

the Trait.

captain to inform them of this problem. One
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the

Trait

of

Mesmerized

other character is going to
have to make a command
decision.
This

could

include

abandoning ship. Ejecting a
warp

core

while

in

spacedock is not allowed
and there is no time to tow
the

warp

core

out.

Transporters will also be
unable to lock on the core
due

to

erratic

warp

particles.
Gamemasters’ Guidance: Be

overcome this extended task. If they have not

prepared

for players to come up with

completed the extended task after the fourth

ingenious ways to solve this problem. Spend

task, then they have one round to get clear of

threat to push the story along so that the

the other ship and may attempt a Daring +

Enterprise leaves the space dock. Characters

Conn task, assisted by the ship's Structure +

might decide to take another ship to pursue.

Conn, with a Difficulty of 5. This represents

The ship nearest to readiness in the starbase

the player vessel detaching access tubes,

is the USS Melbourne, but it's still eighteen

sealing the hatches, and flying off to get out of

hours from being ready. Be prepared to have

close range. Any complications rolled take 2

the story take its own turns, perhaps in a way

points off the Work track.

that

greatly

deviates from the original

episode.

Once this is accomplished, setting the ship on

Evacuating the ship seems the only viable

Daring + Conn Task, assisted by the ship’s

option.

Computers + Conn, with a difficulty of 1.

This is an extended task with a Work track of

As the Enterprise starts to move out of the

18, a Magnitude of 3, and with a basic

starbase, the magnetic field suddenly restores

Difficulty of 3 for tasks to overcome. As the

itself. The ship, no longer in danger, clears the

characters are trying to complete the task

starbase and jumps to warp.

autopilot out of spacedock can be done with a

before the other ship explodes, they can only
attempt
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a

maximum

of

four

tasks

to

The

captain

and

the

other

character,

unknowing of what has been going on this

entire time, are still in the holodeck, amazed

reason. The ship is heading for Bynaus in the

at how intuitive the program is. When anyone

Beta Magellan system. If they question the

tries to leave, however, the holocharacter

holocharacter, it will tell them that they were

becomes nervous and goes to great lengths to

programmed by the Bynars to keep them

make them stay.

busy. It is not able to tell them what the

The characters will likely get suspicious and

Bynars want with the ship.

order the holodeck exit to show. Upon the

Retaking the ship will likely be on the forefront

emergence of the holodeck arch and the

of the captain’s mind.

opening of the doors, they discover the red
alert, learning there is no one on the bridge.
The computer will explain the situation if
asked.
A Reason + Command task with a difficulty of
1 will allow the characters to understand that
the Bynars have stolen the Enterprise for some
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Any characters back on Starbase 74 may make
an Insight/Reason + Conn/Science task with
a Difficulty of 1 to guess the Enterprise’s most
likely course: their homeworld, Bynaus.
During all of this commotion, anyone on the
Enterprise still cannot be reached.

ACT TWO

of information are being stored in the ship's
computer. Spending 1 momentum to Obtain
Information

will

let

them

know

that

transporters are still functional.
Gamemaster’s Guidance: Feel free to make
the task of getting to the transporter an
Facing an unknown opposition, the characters

Linear or Gated Challenge, forcing the two

might assume the worst. Any efforts to get to

characters to get around internal defenses to

the bridge are blocked as the computers

access the transporter pad.

refuse to accept their commands to unlock
doors or deactivate force fields leading to the
bridge. Jefferies tubes that lead to the bridge
are also inaccessible. Access to turbolifts is
blocked.
Allow the characters the opportunity to look
for other solutions to take back the ship.
A Reason + Command/Engineering task with
a Difficulty of 0 will reveal that huge amounts
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Once the characters beam onto the bridge
they find the four Bynars, collapsed near the
entrance to the observation lounge. Two of
them ask for help before they pass out.

ACT THREE
Once on the bridge, the characters
may make a Daring/Reason +
Command/Engineering

with

a

Difficulty of 2 to retake command.
With the bridge under their control
again, they find that they're in orbit
around Bynaus.
They may scan the planet with a
Reason + Science task, assisted by
the ship’s Sensors + Science with a
Difficulty of 0. Success will reveal
that all the equipment on Bynaus is inert, and
no one is responding; they reason they're
probably dying like the ones on board.

●

supernova.
●

The electromagnetic pulse was going
to knock out the main computer, so

Another look at their computer shows it

the only option was to back up its

completely packed with data – a core dump

contents

from the main computer on Bynaus – but they

into

the

only

mobile

computer large enough: the computer

cannot access it.
Any further attempts to get more information

A star in the Bynaus system went

aboard the Enterprise.
●

The star went supernova sooner than

about what happened to Bynaus and its

expected and the Enterprise arrived

people fails. The characters will need to

later than scheduled at the starbase,

consult the interactive holocharacter to get

leaving them no time for consultation

more details. If they do not think of this idea

and forcing them to resort to their

on their own, have one roll an Insight +

desperate action.

Security task with a difficulty of 1 to notice

●

with Starbase 74.

that the holoprogram is still active.
When they go to consult the holographic
character, it will look different than the
original one. Questioning the character will
reveal:
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Communications have been restored

●

The characters must now restore the
computer before it is too late, but not
even the holographic character knows
the means to access it.

CONCLUSION

The Bynaus computer reboots and the Bynars
awaken. They tell the characters they didn't

Now, all characters can try to restore the
database back to the Bynars and their planet.
Failure to do so and the entire civilization will
die. This is an Extended Task with a Work
Track of 15, Magnitude 3, Resistance 1, and
Difficulty of 3. Two player characters have to
work together as a pair, as the Bynars do, to
access the information.

ask for help because they were afraid that
they might be turned down; their situation
was too desperate to gamble on such an
uncertainty. They trapped the first character
because

they

thought

they might need

someone to restore the computer for them.
After

the

Enterprise

is

restored,

likely

returning to space dock, allow the character
●

The first breakthrough allows the
characters to figure out the type of
binary code used.

●

The second breakthrough allows the
characters to start restoring Bynaus’
database.

●

The third breakthrough reboots the
entire planet and all their people.
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who was approached by the holographic
character a chance to close out the program,
perhaps mourning that the very attractive
program that they first interacted with is no
longer there.

